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VirtualArmour keeping the bad guys at bay with
customized network security solutions
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Every week, it seems, brings another concerning story about hackers infiltrating
a commercial or government network and making off with highly sensitive
information. One would think that with the threat having been clear for so long,
entities with significant exposure would have devoted appropriate resources to
figuring out how to protect themselves properly. Alas, all too often this seems
not to be the case.
VirtualArmour International (CSE:VAI) has a solution to this problem, or to put it
more accurately, a tailored solution that precisely fits each customer's risk
profile and particular set of network vulnerabilities. Boasting a 100% retention
rate across a very broad customer base, the company is obviously doing
something right.
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We spoke recently with VirtualArmour chief executive officer Russ Armbrust
about the state of cybersecurity and what his company does to help
organizations stay ahead of the curve.
Cyberattacks make the news regularly and the loss of confidence a
compromised company suffers can be quite serious. Can you give us
your view on the state both of attempts to infiltrate corporate and other
networks, and the quality and consistency of efforts being made to
counter them?
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There are constantly new tactics and techniques being developed to
compromise IT assets for valuable information. Considering these tactics are
continuously evolving, we make it a point to partner with what we consider the
best-in-class technology providers who have proven track records of constantly
improving their solutions to stay ahead of this evolution.
The response landscape of cyberattacks has shifted to a proactive approach,
looking for behaviour-based activity as opposed to the signature-based
approach. Utilizing emerging technologies like artificial intelligence to maintain
a proactive stance against hackers will continue to improve and aid in keeping
pace with the way we respond to these threats.

VirtualArmour is an information technology
company that provides advance network
and cybersecurity solutions. They translate
these advanced solutions into a wide range
of managed services, professional services
and software development solutions for
their customers by leveraging partnerships
with the leaders in network appliance,
software
and
systems.
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As far as the quality and consistency of counterefforts, I would say that 90% of companies are very immature at this
right now. That is the reason for the growth of our company. Most of the companies we talk to don't know what they
don't know. It is a comprehensive process with each of the companies to get them up to the cyber posture they need.
Let's look several years down the road - what do you project as far as the evolution of network security is
concerned?
The traditional model of network security is being challenged and new technologies are becoming commonplace.
Everything soon will be connected to the Internet in some way or another, be it wireless, cellular, Bluetooth or
something new. We see that each and every day in commercial advertisements. Now your refrigerator is connected,
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your oven is connected. With nearly everything expected to be connected, this will produce new attack vectors and
require constant development of defense mechanisms and techniques, both proactive and reactive.
Walk us through VirtualArmour's approach to the problem. What are your competitive advantages - what
makes you better? And how does the company keep pace with the constantly changing cybersecurity
landscape?
We focus on customer experience. Everyone's cyber posture is unique, so our goal is to understand the potential cyber
gaps of each customer. We focus on becoming a true partnership and acting as an extension of their team. In today's
world, the new modern MSSP (Managed Security Service Provider) should help a customer solve problems, not just
send alerts. And that is our true differentiator.
As to how we keep pace, we believe that we have hired some of the best engineers in the business. With such a broad
range of customers in so many industries, as well as interacting with our customers' highly skilled engineers, it enables
our engineers to constantly evaluate and stay on top of this ever-changing cyber landscape.
Where do you find the majority of cyberattacks are coming from? Are they just people seeing if they can
penetrate networks for the challenge of it, or is it cybercriminals seeing if they can enter networks to obtain
information and use that to generate profit in some way? Who is who in the zoo out there attacking these
networks?
It is all across the board. We see attacks coming from the outside to gather information, and we see attacks coming
from inside of corporations. It is literally all across the board in terms of how people are trying to penetrate networks.
What types of companies choose VirtualArmour to protect them?
They don't necessarily come from any specific industry, but they do have common traits. They typically are highly
regulated and lack the proper resources or skillset to deliver what is required on any security practice.
We have customers in health care, retail, financial, oil and gas, mining and many others. With the customer service we
provide we have been able to maintain a 100% retention rate to date with our customer base. And what is really
exciting about that is our typical contract ranges anywhere from one to three years.
Our business is built solely around services. Professional services are helping with architecture and projects. And then
managed services is where we are the eyes and ears to a company's network and security. We are monitoring 24/7.
We are not just alerting but we are helping with a customer's entire network.
Where you do stand right now in terms of revenue and what is the outlook?
As of our reported results for Q2 2018, our managed and professional services increased 78% to a record US$1.2
million versus the same year-ago quarter, and total revenue increased 50% to a record US$4 million. And with our
current growth, we are well on track to continue at this tremendous pace.
Looking at our margins, you can see our business continues to grow and a favorable shift to our higher margin,
managed and professional services business.
Are there any industry dynamics people are unaware of right now that you think have the potential to drive
more business to VirtualArmour in the long term?
Cybercrime is expected to hit US$6 trillion annually by 2021. Due to these numbers they are also expecting
cybersecurity jobs to more than triple. This talent pool will remain flat, which is going to create a shortage of talent and
make it more difficult for customers to maintain their existing talent. And that will drive customers to sign with
companies like VirtualArmour to deliver on all these services.
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And to wrap things up, how about some client feedback or observations from your team on making sure the
companies you serve want to continue working with VirtualArmour. What's the secret there?
I'd point out that we typically come across the same competitors when we compete for an opportunity. What's really
been exciting for us is that we have been coming out on top and it is due to the customer service experience.
When we win a new client, I always like to ask them why they chose VirtualArmour and we get the same answer over
and over. We truly do take a different approach. We are more customer-focused. We provide playbooks around their
business needs rather than telling them they have to do things a certain way. When they meet our engineers during the
sales cycle, they come to believe they are some of the best in the business and that makes them comfortable about the
services they are going to receive.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored
to
your
specific
situation.
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